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Have you been waiting...

...for technology that performs?...for technology that performs?

PXGPXG
Friday, October 25th from 10:00 - 3:00

Lower Practice Tee

Open to Members and guests

Supercharge your drive with the PXG 0811 XF GEN2 Golf Driver, which is

designed for total forgiveness and raw power.

The 0811 XF GEN2 Driver presents performance-enhancing technology

with a deeper CG location and a weight back design. This promotes mid-

spin performance and increases the MOI. 

Click here to read more about the latest driver from PXG.

The PXG team and our Pros will be here on Friday to fine-tune the clubs

allowing you to achieve the best possible results for a better game.

Book your spot now >Book your spot now >  
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Center of Gravity (CoG)
matters

 

It's why an assessment and fitting mattersIt's why an assessment and fitting matters
 

If two drivers with exactly the same loft and shaft can have a difference of

20 plus yards in how far you hit the ball off the tee, then there’s one

irrefutable conclusion.

 

 



What you should be buying is yards, NOT a driver. Yes, every time you’re

buying a driver, we should be helping you to find the configuration that

maximizes your ball speed and then matches that to an angle of launch

and spin rate on the ball to get you the biggest distance improvement

without you losing control.

 

 

 

Matching swing speed, ball speed, launch angle, and spin rate on tee shots,

will make upwards of 40 yards of difference for some golfers. How much

difference would it make to you?

 

Come and grab some yardsCome and grab some yards
Get every yard off the tee your potential deserves. Come and have a tee

shot assessment, and let's see how we can add 20, 30, and even more

yards to your tee shots.

 

Contact us >Contact us >

What matters most to you?
 

https://tpcriversbend.glflocker.com


 

We asked you to rate 1 to 3, what’s most important to you when you arrive

at a golf club. That’s a very different question to surveys that ask you to rate

experiences, facilities, and reviews, after your round. 

 

 

 

From this list, when you arrive at the entrance to a golf club ready to play 18

holes, what are the first, second, and third most important priorities to you?

 

 

 

Every one of those items is important. It’s not that anything can be

neglected. But it’s quite interesting to think about what is the most

important to you and how, whatever your answer is, we can do a better job

so that you get more satisfaction.

 



 

 

It’s a fun questionIt’s a fun question
If you skipped the link before, then please know that it’s quite a thought-

provoking question. It’s what’s most important? A 1 – 2 – 3 question.

View the question >View the question >

http://tpcriversbend.greensidegolfer.com/pages/what-matters-the-most
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Mike Reynolds and is provided

as a service for the members and guests of TPC River's Bend and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 513 677 0550.
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